
Embark on an exclusive networking experience with Chambers Meet Chambers, an
initiative by Eurochambres designed to facilitate connections among local, regional, and
national chambers across Europe. This innovative platform provides a unique opportunity
for chambers to forge new relationships, strengthen existing bonds, and expand their
professional networks.

Our digital space is a dynamic arena where chambers from diverse European regions
engage in impactful video calls, fostering discussions on shared interests and common
challenges. What sets this initiative apart is its sophisticated matching system, offering
optimal connections based on the individual profiles and meeting requests of registered
participants.

Imagine it as a virtual speed dating event tailored for chamber professionals. This
platform empowers attendees to identify valuable contacts for future collaborations across
a diverse spectrum of topics. In a succinct 30-minute window, participants can exchange
contact details and share key information, setting the stage for meaningful
partnerships and collaborations. Join us in reshaping the landscape of chamber
networking through Chambers Meet Chambers.

What will be the proposed topics of discussion?
Advocacy and policy
Chamber corporate governance
Chamber crisis management and business continuity
Chamber sustainability and corporate social responsibility
Development of chamber services for members
Digitalisation of chambers
E-commerce and global market access
Entrepreneurship and startups
Chamber events, B2Bs, networking initiatives
Chamber marketing, branding and communication
Chamber membership (retention & new members)
Skills development and training programmes
SMEs digitalisation & innovation
Supply chain resilience
Sustainability, circular economy, energy transition
Tourism 
Trade beyond the EU: business missions, study visits, etc. 
Women in business

https://events.conversationstarter.net/e/eurochambres24


Don't miss out on this opportunity!  Register, browse the chambers,
reach out and engage in insightful discussions via short video calls

during the event!
Have any questions? Get in touch with us.

A closer look at platform features

The platform aims to connect individuals based on their interests, making it
essential for every participant to thoughtfully select their topics of interest and complete
all required fields during both registration and when sending meeting requests. This
ensures accurate matchmaking by the platform and provides sufficient information for
other participants when browsing the attendee list.

In addition, the platform offers a compelling feature: the virtual booths. Each
participating chamber has the opportunity to establish a virtual space where
organizational information, including links and multimedia materials, can be featured.
Participants can create a chamber profile during or after the registration process. Once
a virtual booth is established for an organization, other staff members from the same
organization can link their profiles to that specific chamber booth.

What is the purpose of this initiative?

Expand professional network.
Identify potential collaborators for future projects and initiatives.
Get new ideas for services.
Exchange of ideas, insights, and best practices with peers.
Prepare trade missions and/or discuss B2B opportunities.
Tackle bilateral issues.
Showcase chambers via the virtual booths.
Strengthen relationships fostering stronger ties.

What makes this initiative stand out?

Diversity of collaboration topics: the event encourages collaboration across
a broad range of topics, ensuring a well-rounded and comprehensive
networking experience.
Time-efficient networking: the virtual speed networking format allows
participants to engage in quick yet meaningful interactions, optimizing their
time and efforts. The 30-minute sessions enable attendees to efficiently
exchange contact details and share crucial information.
Smart matchmaking: the matchmaking system suggests optimal connections,
enhancing the likelihood of meaningful and relevant interactions.
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